
 

 

AND THEN GANDHI CAME 

                                                                         -JAWAHARLAL NEHRU 

   FIRST PARAGRAPH 

 First world war ended 

 Peace brought strike laws and military 

 humiliation and anger filled the people they were under the control of fear 

 their limbs were paralysed 

 their mind become dead 

 unemployment increase 

 

SECOND PARAGRAPH 

 

 India was under poverty 

 Indians offered their blood,tears and sweat for india 

 The body and soul of india was poisoned  

   THIRD PARAGRAPH 

 Gandhiji was like a powerful current of fresh air 

 He was like a beam of light removed the darkness  

 He was like a while wind that influence the mind of the people  

 He was one among the Indians 

   FOURTH PARAGRAPH 

 The essence of Gandhi teaching was fearless and truth  

 Gandhiji work for welfare for the people  

 Gandhiji emphasized on abhaya  

 Abhaya means absence of fear  

 The Indians were afraid of the army , police and the land lords  

 They feared unemployment and starvation  

   FIFTH PARAGRAPH 

 Fear was removed from the minds of the people 

 Fear is a companion of falsehood  

 Truth is companion of fearless  

 Indians did not become truth full all of sudden  

 However there was a change in there behaviour  

 Gandhi was like a psychologist 

 He understood the problems of the people and treated them 

   SIXTH PARAGRAPH 

 The people decided not to submit to the britishers 

 The people became truth full  

 Gandhi always reminded them to we truth full 

   SEVENTH PARAGRAPH  

 According to Gandhi truth is brought a person false and knows to be truth 

 Truth is different for different people  



 

 

   EIGHTH PARAGRAPH 

 Gandhi influence millions of peoples  

 Some peoples changed there lives totally 

 Some peoples were only partly affected  

   NINETH PARAGRAPH 

 Gandhiji’s method of action was two fold  

1)Resist foreign rules 

2)first against the social evils in india  

 

 The main objective of the congress was 

   1)freedom of india  

    2)end untouchability 

    3)up lift the poor section of the society  

 

TENTH PARAGRAPH 

 

 The main weapons of the british were 

1)Fear 

2)Prestige 

3)Co-operation of peoples 

 Gandhi asked the Indians to give up titles 

 Rich people led simple lives 

   Eleventh paragraph 

 Gandhiji sent his followers to the villagers 

 The two fold action of Gandhi inspired the villagers 

 The farmers came out there shells 

 The influence of this visit on education Indians was different 

 The educated Indians saw poverty stricken villagers 

 They learned indian economics from these visit 

 They made there minds to change their old way of life  

  TWELTH PARAGRAPH 

 What was the indian of gandhiji’s dreem? 

The poorest should feel that it is there country 

 There should be no high class and low class 

 All communities should live in harmony  

 There should no untouchability 

 Intoxicating drinks and drugs stop 

 Womens should equal rights with men 

 What according to gandhiji was the essential culture of india ? 

Indian culture is not hindu culture or islam culture or any other culture. 

It is a fussion of all culture  

  THIRTEEN PARAGRAPH 

 Gandhiji was full of self confidence  

 He stood for equality and freedom  

 He linked the past with the having  

 He not only influence his followers but also opponents nutrals 

 

 



 

 

 

   

 

    

   

 

 

 

 

 


